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✪	To learn how Atwood explores the theme of the individual and 
society

✪	To explore how character is expressed through narrative
✪	To see how texts fit into their cultural and historical settings

LEARNING�OBJECTIVES�

The novel is set in a future America, called Gilead, ruled by a one-party 
government. Gilead is very male-dominated, and individual liberties are 
restricted by laws enforced by harsh penalties. Its values are based on 
the Old Testament of the Bible.

Fertility rates have fallen dramatically: few couples can have babies. 
Fertile women are forced to become ‘Handmaids’ to powerful men, 
attempting to bear children for them and their wives. They are 
indoctrinated by older women known as ‘Aunts’ to believe that being 
Handmaids is an honour, and that women should serve men. Handmaids 
must wear long red dresses with white headdresses that partly hide their 
faces. Male ‘Guardians’ control and protect them.

In the extract, the narrator, Offred, meets another Handmaid, Ofglen. 
They take their names from their ‘Commanders’: Fred and Glen. They are 
shopping partners.

CONTEXT

7TheHandmaid’sTale
by Margaret Atwood

p	Handmaids from the 1990 
film adaptation

A shape, red with white wings around the face, a shape like mine, a 
nondescript woman in red carrying a basket, comes along the brick 
sidewalk towards me. She reaches me and we peer at each other’s 
faces, looking down the white tunnels of cloth that enclose us. She is 
the right one.
‘Blessed be the fruit,’ she says to me, the accepted greeting among us.
‘May the Lord open,’ I answer, the accepted response. We turn and 
walk together past the large houses, towards the central part of 
town. We aren’t allowed to go there except in twos. This is supposed 
to be for our protection, though the notion is absurd: we are well 
protected already. The truth is that she is my spy, as I am hers. If 
either of us slips through the net because of something that happens 
on one of our daily walks, the other will be accountable.
This woman has been my partner for two weeks. I don’t know what 
happened to the one before. On a certain day she simply wasn’t 

This metaphor 
could suggest 
that the 
Handmaids are 
encouraged to 
have ‘tunnel 
vision’, only 
understanding 
the world in an 
orthodox way.

They are 
expected to 
report if the other 
Handmaid does 
or says anything 
rebellious.

The standard 
greeting and 
response among 
Handmaids are 
taken from the 
Bible and are 
supposed to help 
them become 
pregnant. Both 
phrases are 
associated 
in the Bible 
with women 
unexpectedly 
becoming 
pregnant.
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there anymore, and this one was there in her place. It isn’t the sort 
of thing you ask questions about, because the answers are not usually 
answers you want to know. Anyway there wouldn’t be an answer.
This one is a little plumper than I am. Her eyes are brown. Her name 
is Ofglen, and that’s about all I know about her. She walks demurely, 
head down, red-gloved hands clasped in front, with short little steps 
like a trained pig’s on its hind legs. During these walks she has never 
said anything that was not strictly orthodox, but then, neither have 
I. She may be a real believer, a Handmaid in more than name. I can’t 
take the risk.
‘The war is going well, I hear,’ she says.
‘Praise be,’ I reply.
‘We’ve been sent good weather.’
‘Which I receive with joy.’
‘They’ve defeated more of the rebels, since yesterday.’
‘Praise be,’ I say. I don’t ask her how she knows. ‘What were they?’
‘Baptists. They had a stronghold in the Blue Hills. They smoked 
them out.’
‘Praise be.’
Sometimes I wish she would just shut up and let me walk in peace. 
But I’m ravenous for news, any kind of news; even if it’s false news, it 
must mean something.
We reached the first barrier, which is like the barriers blocking off 
roadworks, or dug-up sewers: a wooden crisscross painted in yellow 
and black stripes, a red hexagon which means Stop. Near the gateway 
there are some lanterns, not lit because it isn’t night. Above us, I 
know, there are floodlights, attached to the telephone poles, for use in 
emergencies, and there are men with machine guns in the pillboxes 
on either side of the road. I don’t see the floodlights and the pillboxes 
because of the wings around my face. I just know they are there.
Behind the barrier, waiting for us at the narrow gateway, there are two 
men, in the green uniforms of the Guardians of the Faith, with the 
crests on their shoulders and berets: two swords, crossed, above a white 
triangle. The Guardians aren’t real soldiers. They’re used for routine 
policing and other menial functions, digging up the Commander’s 
Wife’s garden for instance, and they’re either stupid or older or 
disabled or very young, apart from the ones that are Eyes incognito.
These two are very young: one moustache is still sparse, one face is 
still blotchy. Their youth is touching, but I know I can’t be deceived 
by it. The young ones are often the most dangerous, the most 
fanatical, the jumpiest with their guns. They haven’t yet learned 
about existence through time. You have to go slowly with them.
Last week they shot a woman, right about here. She was a Martha. 
She was fumbling in her robe, for her pass, and they thought she was 
hunting for a bomb. They thought she was a man in disguise.

What kind of 
answer might 
there be?

What details 
here reveal what 
Gileadean society 
is like?

They are 
supposed to 
express gratitude 
to God for 
anything that 
is good for the 
government.

This term makes 
them sound 
important, 
as if they are 
protecting the 
state’s religion.

This simile makes 
Ofglen sound 
ridiculous. Later 
in the novel, 
Offred and Ofglen 
become friends.

Do you think 
younger people 
generally are like 
this? Why might 
older people be 
less so?

TheHandmaid’sTale
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demurely: as if she is very pure and innocent
orthodox: conventional, officially approved
Baptists: a nonconformist Christian group
smokedthemout: made them come out of hiding
ravenous: starving
hexagon: six-sided shape
pillboxes: small defensive buildings with slits for firing guns
menial: humble, lowly
Eyesincognito: special state spies in disguise
Martha: domestic servant in a Commander’s household (from 
the Bible)

GLOSSARY

✔	Explore the theme of social control.

✔	Understand the narrator, Offred.

SKILLS FOCUS

1 What impression do you get of Gileadean society from the extract? Consider:

✪	 how the women dress, and what they say to each other

✪	 how the ‘barrier’ is described

✪	 what happened to the Martha.

2 What impression do you get of Offred? Copy and complete the table below to help you explore her 
character:

Quotation Effect

‘the notion is absurd’ She is intelligent and critical of the regime.

‘like a trained pig’s on its hind legs’ She may take pleasure in mentally ridiculing …

‘I can’t take the risk.’

‘Sometimes I wish she would just shut up …’

3 What do you think daily life is like for the Handmaids? Consider:

✪	 what restrictions are placed on them

✪	 how far they can express their individuality

✪	 how much they are able to interact with others.

1

2

3

LOOK CLOSER

p	Guards in pillboxes watch the 
handmaids go into town
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  Imagine you are one of the young Guardians at the barrier. Write about the two Handmaids 
approaching with their passes. You could include:

✪	 what they see; for example, ‘Here they come, their bright red dresses almost to the ground …’

✪	 how they feel about the Handmaids; for example, ‘They’re weird. Who knows what’s going on in 
their heads?’

✪	 any suspicions they might have; for example, ‘This one’s quite tall. Could it be a man in disguise?’

  The Handmaids have very restricted lives. Write about the ways you feel your own life is restricted 
by having to dress, speak or behave in particular ways.

FAST FINISHERS
Write about how you might try to cope with daily life if you were Offred. For example, how might a 
Handmaid find out if her shopping partner is a ‘real believer’ or a rebel?

1

2

NOW TRY THIS

3 Discuss how likely you think it is that our society could become ‘dystopian’. Consider:

✪	 what restrictions there are on people, and how these might increase

✪	 ‘dystopian’ developments that could occur, such as overpopulation or climate change

✪	 what has happened in other modern societies, such as Nazi Germany.

3

Explore how Atwood presents the theme of the individual and society. 
You could write about:

✪	how the Handmaids are encouraged to behave

✪	Offred’s secret rebelliousness, revealed in her narrative

✪	the Guardians’ role as protectors and controllers.

You could begin with: ‘The Handmaids are very limited in how far they 
can express themselves as individuals. For example, …’ [8 marks]

PRACTICE QUESTION

	Handmaids are trained at 
The Rachel and Leah Center 
(also known as the Red 
Center), named after the 
biblical sisters Rachel and 
Leah whose story inspired 
the role of the handmaids as 
breeders in Gilead
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